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Gorham, Maine
Dear Mamma:It has been a
stormy day to-day and quite
cold. Wasn’t yesterday an awful hot day?
The new piano came this
morning and it has been
placed in the grand room.
We are not allowed to use it
when we have a mind to but
we can use it from 5 P.M. to
7 P.M. Rather a short time I
think but we shall have to
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grin and bear it.
Preparations are now
being made for the reception
which is to be next Saturday
night.
The girls that have been
here before say that they do
not have a good time at
all because everything is so formal.
They had a grand time
here last Friday afternoon
but there were not quite five
hundred people here. I
guess two hundred would
come nearer.
Will you please save that
account that was in the
press.
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The girls told me that every ^one
thought that our room was
a very pretty one.

Yesterday it was very hot
in our rooms so some of
us girls went out outo
the portico over the main
entrance and we found
it was lovely and cool
there. During study
hours I thought I should
roast our lamp heats the
room up briefly and it
was an awful hot night
anyway.
I must study for a while
now and finish this letter
some other time.
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It is a lovely morning and
Eunice and I are waiting
for the breakfast bell.
There it goes. Tell Papa
to take the autoshop
Cressey, Jane and
Allen when he gets ready
to have it fixed.
It is such a lovely day I think
I shall take some pictures.
I have some work to do so
I must close with love
Harriet.

